An e cient algorithm for the construction of a regular chain of involutive integral elements for a general exterior di erential system is presented. It is based upon the existence theorems of the Cartan-K ahler theory, and may be used to analyse partial di erential equations by formulating them as exterior di erential systems.
Introduction
There exists an important class of problems in physics and mathematics whose solutions may be characterised in terms of integral manifolds of exterior systems of di erential forms. Some of these problems arise naturally in the Calculus of Variations (particularly when constraints are in evidence) and also in many situations where geometric intuition can be used to advantage. A system of partial di erential equations of any order and degree can be replaced by a system of exterior forms (together with a set of \independence forms") and the study of the former gains appreciably in conceptual clari cation by analysing solutions in terms of regular involutive integral elements of the latter. These elements arise as solution spaces of linear algebraic equations and a detailed study of such equations o ers a structured approach both to the integration of the system as well as the problem of accommodating compatible boundary data. Such an approach may be contrasted with the more traditional treatments for solving partial di erential equations that are based on specialised techniques and ad hoc constructions. While these are of unquestionable value for many important linear partial di erential equations they are rarely of use in nonlinear problems. Such problems have become increasingly important in both classical and quantum phenomena. However theoretical progress in analysing the general solution of non-linear partial di erential equations has often been limited to idealised low dimensional situations.
Given the general nature of the existence theorems that underlie the construction of integral manifolds of exterior systems it may at rst sight appear surprising that there is no general theory of partial di erential equations comparable to that for ordinary di erential equations. Although the theory of exterior systems has been developed considerably in recent years following the early pioneering e orts of Cartan and K ahler there appears to be no general method for constructing such manifolds. For analytic problems recourse to power series expansions is available and local integrability is assured by virtue of the Cauchy-Kowaleska theory. Even in this situation putting the Cartan-K ahler theory into practice often involves heavy algebraic labour before one can contemplate the process of integration.
In an attempt to analyse the machinery behind the proof of the Cartan-K ahler theorem we have been motivated to devise an e cient algorithm for the construction of a regular chain of integral elements for a general system of exterior forms. In particular we are concerned that such a chain be in involution with a preferred set of \independence forms" so that solution manifolds may be properly associated with a system of partial di erential equations. It is this emphasis on maintaining regularity and involution that renders the problem non-trivial. Although the calculations remain computationally intensive they may be coded into the symbolic computation language REDUCE with an algorithm that e ciently constructs the appropriate chain if it exists. We believe that such an algorithm for the practical implementation for the Cartan-K ahler theory may be a useful precursor to a deeper analysis of exterior di erential systems.
In section 2 we outline the mathematical background relevant for a discussion of exterior systems and the Cartan-K ahler theorem. Section 3 presents our basic algorithm for generating integral elements and describes how the conditions for regularity and involution can be e ciently monitored. This section concludes by extracting from the output of the algorithm the integrability conditions that must be satis ed by the otherwise arbitrary functions introduced. In section 4 some aspects of the implementation in REDUCE are described, and a simple example is presented in which the algorithm recovers the well known d'Alembertian solution of the two dimensional wave equation. We also mention the times taken by the algorithm to handle some less trivial examples. Further developments are discussed in the summary section.
Mathematical Background
Before describing the algorithms used to implement the Cartan-K ahler theory, we present a brief discussion of the mathematical background. First the relevant de nitions and concepts concerning exterior di erential system are introduced. Then we describe one way to convert partial di erential equations into exterior systems, and nally we give the Cartan-K ahler theorem, which lies at the centre of this study.
The discussion here is necessarily brief. Further details may be found in many places, starting with Cartan(1945) and K ahler(1934) , and including Choquet-Bruhat et al(1982) , Dieudonn e(1974), Estabrook and Wahlquist(1989) , Gardner(1983) , Goze(1989) , Grifths(1983) , Kuranishi(1957) , Molino(1982 ), Slebodzi nski(1970 , and Saunders(1989).
Exterior Differential Systems
Let M be a real or complex di erential manifold with dimM = n, and (M) the ring of exterior di erential forms on M. An exterior di erential system S on M is just a collection S = f g of di erential forms 2 (M). A system S is said to be graded if it can be decomposed into systems of homogeneous degree: S = S 0 S 1 S n ;
and closed if dS mod S = 0: The closure S = S dS of S is always closed. From here on, all systems will be assumed to be closed and graded. An integral manifold could also be called a solution of S. An integral element E of S consists of a point x 2 M such that S 0 j x = 0 and a subspace E (x) T x M such that We shall write Sj E = 0 to denote this. If : N ! M is an integral manifold of S, and y 2 N, then (T y N) is an integral element of S at (y) 2 M.
The basic strategy to be employed in nding integral manifolds of S is to work pointwise, building up a sequence of integral elements of increasing dimension, and then to integrate these in a neighborhood to give an integral manifold.
Associated with a q-dimensional integral element E q of S at x 2 M is the polar element H(E q ) of E q de ned to be the set of tangent vectors v 2 T x M such that E q span fvg is a (q + 1)-dimensional integral element. That is,
The set of linear equations determining H(E q ) is called the polar system. The codimension of the polar element in T x M:
is the rank of the polar system (provided the latter is consistent).
It remains to de ne the key concepts of regularity and involution. Roughly speaking, an integral element E q of S is regular if there exists a neighborhood N (in the space of all q-dimensional integral elements of S) such that r(E) = r(E q ) for all E 2 N. This neighborhood must allow for variation in both the point x and the tangent vector space E q (x) of E q . An integral element E q will certainly be regular if r(E q ) is maximal. An integral manifold is then said to be regular if its integral elements are all regular. A sequence of integral elements of increasing dimension,
is called a chain of integral elements. Associated with such a chain is a sequence of Cartan characters s 0 , s 1 , : : :, s q given by s 0 = r(E 0 )
It is straightforward to show that s i 0 for i = 0, 1, : : :, q. For such a chain, we will also write r q = r(E q ) = s 0 + s 1 + + s q :
The chain (2.1) of integral elements is called regular if E 0 , E 1 , : : :, E q?1 (that is, all elements but the last) are regular.
To de ne involution we need rst to have a set of independence forms, f! 1 ; ! 2 ; : : :; ! p g. This is some collection of 1-forms in (M), and we denote by 1 (M) the subring generated by f! i g. For a solution : N ! M of (S; ) to be acceptable, we require that
Broadly speaking, the independence forms represent the \independent variables" with respect to which we wish to solve S. The de nition of involution is now simple, but as will be seen later, its interpretation is somewhat more subtle.
An integral element E of an exterior di erential system S is said to be in involution with (or f! i g) if j E 6 = 0; that is, if there is no v 2 E such that !(v) = 0 8 ! 2 : The system S itself is said to be in involution with at x 2 M if there exists some p-dimensional integral element E p of S at x which is in involution with and is at the end of a regular chain of integral elements.
Converting Systems of Partial Differential Equations to
Exterior Differential Systems A useful application of exterior di erential systems is the analysis of systems of partial di erential equations (PDEs). Before the theory to be described shortly can be applied, the partial di erential equations must be re-expressed as an exterior system. It should be stressed that while the recipe given here is straightforward, it is by no means the only possible one, and often not the most e cient one since it tends to lead to manifolds M of higher dimension than necessary. Consider a general system of (possibly non-linear) PDEs of maximum order : f (x i ; u ; u ;i1 ; : : :; u ;i1:::i ) = 0 = 1; 2; : : :: (2:2) where x i (i = 1; : : :; p) are the independent variables, u ( = 1; : : :; m) are the dependent variables, and u ;i1 = @u =@x i1 etc.
These PDEs can be expressed as 0-forms on a jet bundle J (R p ; R m ). For our purposes, this can be regarded simply as a manifold with coordinates labelled (x i ; u ; u i1 ; : : :; u i1:::i ) (where u i1:::iq is symmetric in the indices i 1 : : :i q for q = 2, 3, : : :, ), equipped with a contact system C = f du ? u i1 dx i1 ; du i1 ? u i1i2 dx i2 ;
. . . du i1:::i ?1 ? u i1:::i dx i g and a set of independence forms fdx i g. Note that the coordinates u i1:::iq (no comma) on J (R p ; R m ) are not the same as the partial derivatives u ;i1:::iq (with comma). This interpretation becomes valid only on integral manifolds : N ! J (R p ; R m ) of C, where
Adding the functions (0-forms) on J (R p ; R m )
f (x i ; u ; u i1 ; : : :; u i1:::i ) (2:3) (note: no commas) to C and taking the closure yields an exterior di erential system S 0 representing the PDEs (2.2). As a rst step to solving this system, we will assume that the functions (2.3) may be solved to express the m ? p+ coordinates u , u i1 , : : :, u i1:::i in terms of n parameters, the p independent variables x i and a set of (n ? p) parameters z a . This gives a mapping
between an n-dimensional manifold M (coordinated by (x i ; z a )) and the jet bundle such that (x i ) = x i i = 1; : : :; p; and
The original PDE system (2.2) can now be represented by the system S = S 0 on M (which just involves substituting the u's by their expressions in terms of x's and z's) with independence forms fdx i g.
The Cartan-K ahler Theorem
Although the de nitions and concepts surrounding exterior di erential systems are quite general, the Cartan-K ahler theorem to be described presently is valid for analytic manifolds only. So from this point on it will be assumed that all functions are analytic (ie can be expanded in power series). We also assume that any 0-forms in the exterior system have been eliminated in a manner similar to that just described. It should be noted that the result is a local, not a global one. The statement is as follows. Cartan-K ahler Theorem. Let M be an n-dimensional analytic manifold and S an exterior di erential system on M. Let N q?1 be a regular (q ? 1)-dimensional integral manifold of S, E q?1 = (x; E q?1(x) ) one of its regular elements and F rq?1+q be an (r q?1 + q)-dimensional manifold containing N q?1 whose tangential element has only one E q in common with H(E q?1 ) at x. Then there is exactly one q-dimensional integral manifold N q of S in the neighborhood of x which contains N q?1 and is contained in F rq?1+q .
It is easy to establish the existence of an F rq?1+q satisfying the conditions given.
Suppose that a basis is taken for T x M such that the rst n ? r q?1 vectors also form a basis for H(E q?1 ). Then F rq?1+q can be any manifold through x whose tangent space at While carrying out this process of building up integral elements E q , it may happen that at some stage q < p it is not possible to construct the next link in the chain, because the requirement that E q be involutory renders the polar system of linear equations de ning the polar element H(E q ) inconsistent. If this occurs (and if it cannot be remedied by adjusting previous elements in the chain), then the system S is not in involution with f! i g. This can arise in three ways.
(1) There is no solution of S with respect to f! i g. That is, there is no way to make the polar system consistent.
(2) The polar system can be made consistent by requiring that some further 0-forms on M vanish (ie that some further PDEs be satis ed in the case where S is obtained from PDEs). When this occurs, it is necessary to abandon the current construction and pull back the system to a manifold which is a submanifold of M de ned by the new 0-forms, as described at the end of the preceding section. This is the case, for example, if S was obtained in the manner described earlier from a system of PDEs which were not \in involution" (see eg Chester (1971) ). (3) The polar system cannot be made consistent as in (2), but can be made consistent by imposing relations between the previously introduced \arbitrary" functions (compromising their arbitrariness). In this case, the current construction must be abandoned, and the original exterior di erential system prolonged. This is achieved for example by pulling-back the contact system of part of the Grassmann bundle of p-planes onto the locus of all p-dimensional involutory integral elements of S. By the Cartan-Kuranishi theorem, repeating this procedure will eventually yield a system which is either in involution, or falls into classes (1) or (2) (see Kuranishi(1957) , Dieudonn e(1974)). The present programme is not designed to accomodate systems that fail to be in involution. Non-involutory systems and the topic of prolongation deserve a separate treatment.
Algorithm
In this section we describe the algorithm used to construct regular involutive chains of integral elements for an exterior system S.
These chains will incorporate the maximumnumber of arbitrary functions, which must then be subject to integrability conditions in order for the integral elements to mesh and form integral manifolds.
The algorithm for constructing a regular involutive chain of integral elements involves repeatedly constructing a (q + 1)-dimensional element E q+1 containing a q-dimensional E q , starting at q = 0 and nishing when q +1 = p. Thus the central algorithm is that for performing a single step from E q to E q+1 . This is what is described here, the remainder of the procedure being straightforward.
Generating Integral Elements
Let S be a closed, graded di erential system on an n-dimensional manifold M, and suppose that S contains no 0-forms. Let f! i ; i = 1; :::; pg be independence forms, and f a ; a = 1; :::; n? pg be 1-forms such that f! i ; a g is a coframe for M. Let fW i ; Z a g be the dual frame.
Given a regular, involutive q-dimensional integral element E q , we wish to nd vectors v q+1 such that E q+1 = E q span fv q+1 g is an integral element. That is, v q+1 must satisfy (i vq+1 S)j Eq = 0: (3:1) We also want E q+1 to be regular and involutive.
Regularity will be dealt with in the next section, but involution may be enforced for the moment by assuming that v q+1 can be written in the form
(whereby it is assumed that E q contains vectors involving W 1 ; :::; W q , and q < p), where the l a q+1 are functions on M to be determined. Substituting (3.2) into (3.1) yields the polar system of linear equations for the l a q+1 . The rank of this system is r q = r(E q ), so that this many of the l a q+1 may be xed in terms of the remaining (n ? p) ? r q = (n ? p) ? (s 0 + s 1 + ::: + s q ). Comparison with the argument following the theorem shows that the free l a q+1 are the arbitrary functions of (q + 1) variables upon which the general chain depends.
So the basic procedure for performing a single step is to set up the vector v q+1 , determining the system of linear equations for the l a q+1 , and solve them as far as possible. But the algorithm is not quite complete, because proper account has not yet been taken of involution and regularity.
Involution and Regularity Checking
If the system of linear equations for the l a q+1 set out in the preceding section is inconsistent and has no solution, then there is no v q+1 of the form (3.2) de ning an involutory E q+1 containing E q . This implies (using the Cartan-K ahler theorem) that the assumption that E q was regular and involutory is false. This does not necessarily imply that S itself is not in involution with the f! i g, since this is true only when there is no regular involutory E q .
So we must check the consistency of the polar system for the l a q+1 for a general choice of E q , as opposed to the special choice made in equation (3.2).
First, we must prepare a general choice of E q . Suppose that E q?1 is a general regular involutory integral element, and take, as a general choice for v q , The polar system for the l a q is given by substituting (3.3) into (i vq S)j Eq?1 = 0: (3:4)
Since E q?1 is regular and involutory (by assumption), equations (3.4) are consistent and may be solved for the l a q , resulting in an E q = E q?1 span fv q g which depends upon a number of arbitrary functions as before, and additionally upon f; q+1 q ; :::; p q g. Now we can re-examine the construction of E q+1 from E q . Let
where the i q+1 are again adjustable parameters. (This choice is made with a view to continuing the process to q + 2, q + 3, : : :, p. The i q+1 are not relevant in the step q ! q + 1).
Substituting (3.5) into (3.1) yields the polar system of linear equations for the l a q+1 .
If this system is inconsistent for arbitrary values of f i j ; j = 1; : : :; q; i = j; : : :; pg, then there is no choice of values for these f i j g which would yield a regular involutory E q , and hence the system S is not in involution with the f! i g.
If however the polar system is consistent, then its rank r(E q ) with i j arbitrary must be the maximum possible, so a regular E q can be achieved by choosing particular values for the i j , with the requirement that the choice does not decrease r(E q ). The test for r(E q ) to remain maximal can be made by checking the determinant of the coe cient matrix in the solution of the polar system. This determinant is typically a polynomial function of the i j , and its vanishing for a particular choice would imply a drop in the rank of the polar system. There are many ways in which suitable values for the i j could be found. The method adopted here is to step each i j through the non-negative integers function next E( E , f g ); begin Figure 3 .1: The function next E. This function is used to compute the possible next integral elements in a chain, and at the same time nd conditions for the present one to be regular.
starting at zero until a value is found at which the determinant does not vanish. The simplest way to ensure involution of the chain is by always choosing= 1.
The completed algorithm for stepping from E q to E q+1 is shown in gure 3.1. It is a function taking as input E q depending upon f i j ; j = 1; : : :; q; i = j; : : :; pg. It constructs v q+1 and generates the system of linear equations for the l a q+1 . These are solved, giving an error if there is no solution, and the determinant in the solution is saved for later use. The solutions are used to give the output E q+1 , which depends on the previous i j and additionally on f i q+1 g. A list of the new arbitrary functions appearing at this step is also returned.
The output E q+1 and f i q+1 g may then be fed back as input for calculating E q+2 , and so on.
When a complete set E 1 ,: : :,E p of integral elements has been collected, the parameters f i j ; j = 1; : : :; p; i = j; : : :; pg are chosen in the manner described earlier so that none of the saved determinants vanishes.
Integrability Conditions
By repeated application of the algorithm just described, a regular involutory chain terminating with an E p is obtained. E p will depend on a number of arbitrary functions as explained in section 2. In order for the E p in a neighborhood of the point x = E 0 2 M to integrate to give an integral manifold, the conditions of the Frobenius theorem must be satis ed. These conditions will lead to a set of integrability conditions for the arbitrary functions, which will take the form of a set of rst order PDEs. The purpose of these integrability conditions is to restrict the arbitrary functions so that they depend only on the number of variables set out in the 4. Implementation The algorithms described above have been implemented in the \symbolic mode" language of REDUCE (see Hearn(1987) ), making especial use of the EXCALC package of Schr ufer(1986) for exterior calculus. The T E X output was produced using the TRI package of Antweiler et al(1988) . The result appears to us to be a useful tool in the study of exterior di erential systems, and hence of systems of PDEs. The top-level call is to a routine EXSOLVE, which takes as its input three lists of forms: the rst de ning the exterior di erential system S, the second giving a coframe for the manifold M, and the third giving the independence forms f! i g. The output produced shows the construction of the regular chain of integral elements, a Pfa an (ie 1-form) representation of the ultimate integral manifold, and the set of integrability conditions which the arbitrary functions in the solution need to satisfy.
Although much of the discussion here has concentrated on coordinate-based examples, both the Cartan-K ahler theory and the EXSOLVE procedure are equally valid for coordinate-free systems. The same is true of the generalisation from real to complex analytic manifolds for the theory, but as yet EXSOLVE deals only with real systems.
The systems of linear equations which need to be solved at each step typically involve large numbers of equations with relatively few independent ones. For this reason, we have implemented the linear equation solving in a blockwise manner, solving ve equations at a time and using the results to reduce the remainder. Figure 4 .1 shows the output from EXSOLVE for an analysis of the equation for a wave on a string. Here, x is the length along the string, y is time, and u is the transverse displacement of the string. The exterior di erential system is obtained from the contact system on the 8-dimensional jet bundle J 2 (R 2 ; R) by pulling back onto the 7-dimensional manifold where u yy = u xx : The result contains two arbitrary function, as expected, and the integrability conditions show that the sum and di erence of the two arbitrary function depend upon the sum and di erence respectively of the coordinates x and y.
Running on a VAXstation 3100 M38 with 12MB of memory under VAX/VMS, this calculation takes around 6 seconds. Times for systems on larger manifolds include the 3+1 Sine-Gordon equation (9 dimensional manifold, giving 9 arbitrary functions): 25 seconds, and the 2+1 wave equation (12-dimensional, 7 arbitrary functions): 40 seconds.
Summary
The EXSOLVE procedure described above has proven to be a useful tool for analysing exterior di erential systems. It has also provided us with some insight into the workings of the Cartan-K ahler theory for constructing solutions of such systems. Using the algorithms we have developed, it should be possible to take a structured approach to the integration of these systems and to boundary value problems. Figure 4 .1: The output from EXSOLVE for the 1+1 wave equation.
